ADAPTER RCA JACK TO BNC PLUG

NOTES:
1. ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
   IMPEDANCE: 50 OHMS NOMINAL
   FREQUENCY RANGE: 0-4 GHz
   WORKING VOLTAGE: 500 Vrms MAX AT SEA LEVEL
   DIELECTRIC WITHSTANDING VOLTAGE: 1500 vrms AT SEA LEVEL
   CORONA LEVEL: 375 VOLTS MINIMUM AT 70,000 FEET
   CONTACT RESISTANCE: OUTER-0.2 MILLIOHMS MAXIMUM
   CENTER-2.1 MILLIOHMS MAXIMUM
   INSULATION RESISTANCE: 5000 MEGOHMS MINIMUM
2. MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
   DURABILITY: 500 CYCLES MIN
3. ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
   RECOMMENDED TEMPERATURE RANGE: -55 ºC TO +85 ºC
   MOISTURE RESISTANCE: MIL-STD-202
4. PRODUCT SHOULD BE RoHS COMPLIANCE
5. PACKAGING REQUIREMENT FOLLOWS ENGINEERING DOCUMENT P/N 838-40200001XX
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